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This  invention  relates  to  a  connector  device 
used  in  a  system  for  checking  an  airtight  endo- 
scope  for  leakage  and  more  specifically  to  a 
connector  device  adapted  to  feed  air  into  the  body 
of  an  endoscope  to  check  for  leakage. 

In  general,  various  sections  of  an  endoscope 
are  subjected  to  contamination,  including  an 
operating  section  and  an  universal  cord  coupled 
thereto,  as  well  as  an  insertion  section  to  be 
inserted  into  a  body  cavity.  Accordingly,  the 
whole  body  of  the  endscope  is  made  airtight  and 
is  washed  in  water  and  then  immersed  in  a 
disinfectant.  If  the  sheath  of  the  flexible  insertion 
section  or  the  sheath  of  the  universal  cord  being 
washed  and  immersed  for  disinfection  has  any 
pinholes  or  cracks,  the  washing  water  and  disin- 
fectant  will  flow  into  the  endoscope  body  thereby 
damaging  the  optical  system  and  other  elements 
and  possibly  causing  a  serious  accident. 

Thus,  the  endoscope  may  be  checked  for  leak- 
age  in  the  following  manner:  first,  a  communica- 
tion  portion  is  attached  to,  for  example,  the 
operating  section  of  the  endscope  to  connect  the 
inside  and  outside  of  the  endoscope.  Then,  gas  is 
supplied  to  the  interior  of  the  endoscope  through 
the  communication  portion  and  is  pressurized. 
The  endoscope  is  then  immersed  in  water,  and 
the  presence  or  absence  of  gas  leaking  from  the 
endscope  into  the  water  is  readily  detected.  In  this 
case,  however,  the  gas  supply  to  the  interior  of 
the  endscope  body  should  be  achieved  by  use  of 
a  mouthpiece  attached  to  the  end  of  a  hose  which 
is  connected  to  a  source  for  compressed  air.  The 
mouthpiece  is  connected  to  the  communication 
portion  by  press  fitting  with  the  aid  of  an  0-ring 
which  is  fitted  on  the  inner  peripheral  surface  of 
the  mouthpiece.  Accordingly,  if  external  force  is 
unexpectedly  applied  to  the  endoscope  or  hose 
during  the  leakage  check,  the  mouthpiece  will 
easily  be  disconnected  from  the  communication 
portion. 

To  avoid  this,  the  mouthpiece  can  be  screwed 
into  the  communication  portion.  In  this  case, 
however,  the  attachment  and  detachment  of  the 
mouthpiece  will  require  time,  thereby  lowering 
the  operating  efficiency  of  the  endoscope. 

EP-A-0  028  396  shows  an  endoscope  accord- 
ing  to  the  precharacterizing  part  of  claim  1.  The 
connector  for  connecting  the  endoscope  with  a 
light  source  unit  can  be  covered  by  a  fluid-proof 
cap,  wherein  during  application  of  the  cap  to  the 
connector  the  inside  of  the  whole  endoscope  is 
pressurized.  Then  the  endoscope  is  immersed  in 
water  in  order  to  detect  air  bubbles  in  the  water 
informing  of  the  presence  of  defective  parts  at  the 
endoscope  body.  The  cap  can  be  secured  to  the 
connector  by  means  of  snap-fit,  positive  locking 
etc. 

Endoscopic  surgery  is  a  technical  field  with  a 
big  progress  in  the  recent  years.  Nowadays  it  is 
possible  to  introduce  and/or  suck  liquids  and/or 
gases  into  or  from  a  body  cavity,  respectively.  For 
this  purpose  various  kinds  of  mouthpieces  in 

most  cases  are  provided  at  the  connector  extend- 
ing  from  the  distal  end  of  the  universal  cord,  such 
as  an  air/water  port,  a  CO2  port,  a  suction  port  etc. 
Since  said  ports  extend  from  the  outer  peripheral 
surface  of  the  connector  it  becomes  impossible to 
attach  a  cap  in  a  liquid-  and  gas-tight  manner  to 
the  connector.  Moreover,  in  the  endoscope 
according  to  EP-A-0  028  396,  since  the  cap 
covers  almost  the  entire  outer  peripheral  surface 
of  the  connector  it  becomes  impossible  to  clean 
and  disinfect  this  covered  portions. 

It  is  therefore  an  object  of  the  present  invention 
to  provide  a  connector  device  for  checking  an 
airtight  endoscope  for  leakage,  in  which  a  supply 
connector  for  supplying  gas  to  the  interior  of  the  .  
airtight  body  of  the  endoscope  through  a  port  in 
the  endoscope  body  can  easily  be  attached  to  and 
detached  from  the  port  without  the  danger  of 
unexpected  disengagement,  wherein  the  supply 
connector  provides  maximum  access  for  water  or 
disinfectant  to  the  outer  surface  of  the  connector 
at  the  distal  end  of  the  universal  cord. 

This  object  is  achieved  by  the  features  of  claim 
1. 

This  invention  can  be  more  fully  understood 
from  the  following  detailed  description  when 
taken  in  conjunction  with  the  accompanying 
drawings,  in  which: 

Fig.  1  is  a  perspective  view  of  an  airtight 
endoscope  comprising  a  connector  device 
according  to  a  first  embodiment  of this  invention; 

Fig.  2  is  a  side  view  of  a  connector  attached  to 
the  extreme  end  of  a  universal  cord  of  the  endo- 
scope; 

Fig.  3  is  a  side  sectional  view  showing  a 
communication  portion  of  the  connector  device 
according  to  the  first  embodiment  and  an  air 
supply  connector  to  be  connected  thereto  in  a 
state  such  that  they  are  separated  from  each 
other; 

Fig.  4  is  a  side  sectional  view  showing  a  state  in 
which  the  supply  connector  is  put  on  the  com- 
munication  portion; 

Fig.  5  is  a  side  sectional  view  showing  a  state  in 
which  the  supply  connector  is  engagedly 
mounted  on  the  communication  portion; 

Fig.  6  is  a  sectional  view  taken  along  line  VI-VI 
of  Fig.  4; 

Fig.  7  shows  an  embodiment  of  a  cam  slot  in  a 
cam  cylinder  of  a  communication  portion; 

Fig.  8  is  a  side  view  showing  engaging  portions 
of  the  supply  connector; 

Fig.  9  is  a  sectional  view  showing  a  connector 
device  with  a  communication  portion  and  a 
supply  connector  according  to  a  second  embodi- 
ment  of  the  invention,  which  are  connected  to 
each  other;  and 

Figs.  10  to  13  are  side  views  showing  connector 
devices  according  to  various  other  embodiments 
of the  invention,  each  including  a  connector  at the 
distal  end  of  a  universal  cord  of  the  endoscope. 

Figs.  1  to  8  show  a  first  embodiment  of  this 
invention. 

In  Fig.  1,  numeral  1  designates  an  endoscope 
with  an  airtight  body.  The  endoscope  1  comprises 



an  operating  section  2,  an  insertion  section  3 
formed  of  an  elongate  flexible  tube  coupled  to  the 
operating  section  2,  and  a  universal  cord  4.  The 
operating  section  2  is  provided  with  an  eyepiece 
portion  5,  a  bended  operating  knob  6,  and  selec- 
tor  valves  (not  shown)  for  air  and  water  supply 
and  suction.  The  insertion  section  3  consists  of  a 
flexible  tube  portion  7,  a  bended  tube  portion  8, 
and  a  distal  end  portion  9.  Theinsertion  section  3 
is  adapted  to  be  inserted  into  a  body  cavity.  A 
connector  10  connected  to  a  light  source  unit  (not 
shown)  is  attached  to  the  extended  end  of  the 
universal  cord  4.  The  connector  10  is  provided,  on 
the  outer  peripheral  surface  thereof,  with  an  air/ 
water  mouthpiece  11,  a  C02  mouthpiece  12,  a 
suction  mouthpiece  13,  an  earth  terminal  14,  and 
a  communication  portion  (a  port)  15  to  be  de- 
scribed  later.  A  light  guide  mouthpiece  pipe  16 
protrudes  from  the  distal  end  face  of  the  connec- 
tor  10  and  is  inserted  in  a  connecting  socket  of  the 
light  source  unit.  The  distal  end  edge  of  the  light 
guide  mouthpiece  pipe  16  forms  a  rounded  por- 
tion  17  facilitating  the  insertion  into  the  connect- 
ing  socket.  Numerals  18  and  19  designate  contact 
pins  and  a  retaining  ring,  respectively. 

The  communication  portion  15  is  located  in  the 
vicinity  of the  suction  mouthpiece  13  as  shown  in 
Fig.  2  and  is  constructed  as  shown  in  Figs.  3  to  6. 
A  mounting  hole  21  is  bored  through  a  wall  20  of 
the  connector  10.  One  end  portion  of  a  communi- 
cation  pipe  22  passes  through  the  mounting  hole 
21.  A  first  O-ring  23  is  interposed  between  the  one 
end  portion  of  the  communication  pipe  22  and  the 
mounting  hole  21.  A  nut-shaped  fixing  screw  24  is 
fitted  on  the  outer  periphery  of  the  projected  end 
portion  of  the  communication  pipe  22  inside  the 
connector  10.  The  fixing  screw  24  clamps  and 
fixes  the  communication  pipe  22  to  the  wall  20.  A 
plate-like  porous  member  25  is  held  against  the 
fixing  screw  24  by  a  junk  ring  26.  The  porous 
member  25  closes  the  open  end  portion  of  the 
communication  pipe  22  from  the  inside  of  the 
endoscope  1.  The  porous  member  25  is  formed 
of,  for  example,  polytetrafluoroethylene  which, 
although  impervious  to  water,  is  permeable  to  air, 
having  pores  of  approximately  10  microns  in 
diameter. 

A  cam  cylinder  28  is  airtightly  fitted  on  the  outer 
peripheral  surface  of  the  projected  outer  end 
portion  of  the  communication  pipe  22  with  the  aid 
of  a  second  0-ring  27  for  rotation  and  vertical 
motion.  A  cam  slot  29  inclined  at  an  angle  to  the 
axis  of  the  cam  cylinder  28,  as  shown  in  Fig.  7,  is 
bored  through  the  peripheral  wall  of  the  cam 
cylinder  28  within  an  angular  range  of  about  180 
degrees  along  the  circumferential  direction  of  the 
cam  cylinder  28.  The  head  portion  of  a  cam  pin  30 
planted  in  the  communication  pipe  22  is  fitted  in 
the  cam  shaft  29.  Also,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3,  a 
tapped  hole  31  is  formed  in  the  wall  portion  of  the 
cam  cylinder  28.  The  proximal  end  of  a  lever  32 
constituting  a  retaining  member  (to  be  mentioned 
later)  is  screwed  in  the  tapped  hole  31.  The  lever 
32  consists  of  a  shaft  portion  33  and  a  case 
portion  34  continuous  therewith.  The  case  portion 

34  contains  therein  a  spherical  body  35  such  as  a 
steel  ball.  The  spherical  body  35  is  urged  by  a 
spring  36  in  a  direction  such  that  it  projects  from 
the  inner  peripheral  surface  of the  cam  cylinder  28 
toward  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  com- 
munication  pipe  22.  Associated  with  the  spherical 
body  35,  first  and  second  recesses  37  and  38  of  a 
V-shaped  cross-section  are  formed  on  the  outer 
peripheral  surface  of  the  communication  pipe  22 
with  a  180-degree  relative  circumferential  devia- 
tion  and  some  axial  dislocation.  The  spherical 
body  35  elastically  engages  the  recess  37  or  38 
depending  on  the  rotational  position  of  the  cam 
cylinder  28.  Namely,  the  spherical  body  35 
engages  the  first  recess  37  when  the  cam  pin  30  is 
located  on  the  top  point  29a  of  the  cam  slot  29  so 
that  the  cam  cylinder  28  is  lowered  relative  to  the 
communication  pipe  22,  as  shown  in  Fig.  3.  If  the 
cam  cylinder  28  is  rotated  180  degress  from  this 
position  by  means  of  the  lever  32  so  that  the  cam 
pin  30  is  located  on  the  bottom  point  29b  of  the 
cam  slot  29  to  raise  the  cam  cylinder  28,  as  shown 
in  Fig.  5,  then  the  spherical  body  35  engages  the 
second  recess  38.  Thus,  the  spherical  body  35  and 
the  first  and  second  recesses  37  and  38  constitute 
a  click  mechanism  for  restricting  the  rotation  of 
the  cam  cylinder  28. 

A  plurality  of  through  holes  40  are  bored 
through  the  peripheral  portion  of  the  upper  end 
wall  of  the  cam  cylinder  28.  A  ring-shaped  mount- 
ing  portion  41  is  formed  at  the  central  portion  of 
the  upper  end  wall.  A  retaining  screw  42  is 
inserted  in  the  mounting  portion  41,  and  a  valve 
plug  43  is  screwed  on  the  projected  end  portion  of 
the  retaining  screw  42  inside  the  cam  cylinder  28. 
A  circumferential  fitting  groove  44  is  cut  in  the 
outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  valve  plug  43,  and 
is  fitted  with  a  third  0-ring  45  as  an  elastic 
member.  When  the  cam  cylinder  28  is  lowered 
along  the  communication  pipe  22,  the  third  O-ring 
45  is  pressed  against  a  tapered  valve  seat  46 
formed  on  the  inner  peripheral  surface  of  the 
upper  end  portion  of  the  communication  pipe  22, 
thereby  airtightly  blocking  up  the  communication 
pipe  22  in  conjunction  with  the  valve  plug  43. 
Those  members  mentioned  above  constitute  a 
valve  mechanism  in  which  the  valve  plug  43 
opens  and  closes  the  communication  pipe  22  as 
the  cam  cylinder  28  moves  vertically.  When  the 
communication  pipe  22  is  closed  by  the  valve 
plug  43,  the  lever  32  attached  to  the  cam  cylinder 
28  is  dislocated  180  degrees  from  the  suction 
mouthpiece  13,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4.  When  the 
communication  pipe  22  is  opened  by  the  valve 
plug  43,  the  extreme  end  of  the  lever  32  is  located 
close  to  the  suction  mouthpiece  13,  as  shown  in 
Fig.  5.  In  this  state,  therefore,  it  is  impossible  to 
connect  the  suction  mouthpiece  13  with  a  suction 
hose  (not  shown).  Thus,  the  lever  32  also  serves 
as  a  preventive  member  for  preventing  the  nor- 
mal  use  of  the  endoscope  1. 

The  communication  portion  15  thus  con- 
structed  on  the  side  of  the  endoscope  1  is  remov- 
ably  connected  with  a  connector  47  for  air  supply. 
In  Fig.  3,  numeral  48  designates  a  connecting 



mouthpiece.  The  connecting  mouthpiece  48  is 
integrally  formed  of  a  thick  portion  49  and  a  thin 
portion  50  which  are  connected  by  means  of  a 
stepped  portion  51.  The  thin  portion  50  is  con- 
nected  with  a  hose  52  of  a  supply  line  which 
communicates  with  an  air  source  (not  shown). 
The  thick  portion  49  is  fitted  on  the  outer  peri- 
pheral  surface  of  the  cam  cylinder  28  with  a 
narrow  gap  between  them.  A  presser  cylinder  53 
is  screwed  in  the  inner  end  edge  of  the  thin 
portion  50  on  the  side  of  the  stepped  portion  51.  A 
fourth  0-ring  54  is  held  between  the  outer  surface 
of  the  outwardly  expended  peripheral  wall  of  the 
presser  cylinder  53  and  the  inner  peripheral  sur- 
face  of  the  thick  portion  49.  The  fourth  O-ring  54  is 
located  on  the  upper  end  face  of the  cam  cylinder 
28.  The  lower  end  face  of  the  presser  cylinder  53 
is  located  close  to  the  upper  end  face  of  the  cam 
cylinder  28.  A  passage  55  is  formed  in  the  lower 
end  face  portion  of  the  presser  cylinder  53.  A  thin 
portion  57  of  a  first  retaining  cylinder  59  is  put  on 
the  thick  portion  49  of  the  connecting  mouthpiece 
48.  Like  the  connecting  mouthpiece  48,  the  retain- 
ing  cylinder  59  has  a  thick  portion  56  and  the  thin 
portion  57.  The  lower  end  face  of  the  retaining 
cylinder  59  on  the  side  of  the  thick  portion  56  is 
opened,  and  a  through  hole  58  is  bored  through 
the  central  portion  of  the  upper  end  face.  The  first 
retaining  cylinder  59  can  rotate  and  move  up  and 
down,  and  is  prevented  from  slipping  too  far 
upward  by  a  cap  screw  60  fitted  on  the  thin 
portion  50  of the  connecting  mouthpiece  48.  Also, 
the  first  retaining  cylinder  59  is  prevented  from 
slipping  too  far  downward  by  a  tapered  wall  61 
expended  downward  at  the  lower  end  portion  of 
the  thick  portion  49  of the  connecting  mouthpiece 
48.  A  spring  62  is  interposed  between  the  stepped 
portion  51  of  the  connecting  mouthpiece  48  and 
the  top  end  wall  of  the  first  retaining  cylinder  59. 
A  second  retaining  cylinder  63  is  rotatably  fitted 
on  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  thick  por- 
tion  56  of the  first  retaining  cylinder  59.  A  collar  64 
surrounding  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of  the 
thin  portion  57  of  the  first  retaining  cylinder  59  is 
formed  on  the  peripheral  edge  of  the  upper  end 
face  of the  second  retaining  cylinder  63.  The  collar 
64  is  fitted  with  a  cam  screw  66  whose  tip  end 
engages  a  cam  hole  65  exending  along  the  cir- 
cumference  of  the  thin  portion  57  of  the  first 
retaining  cylinder  59.  Also,  a  retaining  screw  66a 
is  fitted  in  the  thin  portion  57  of  the  first  retaining 
cylinder  59,  dislocated  at  a  predetermined  cir- 
cumferential  angle  from  the  cam  hole  65,  as 
shown  in  Fig.  6.  A  spring  67  is  interposed  between 
the  retaining  screw  66a  and  the  cam  screw  66. 
Thus,  the  first  and  second  retaining  cylinders  59 
and  63  are  urged  to  rotate  in  opposite  directions 
by  the  restoring  force of  the  spring  67.  Also,  as 
shown  in  Fig.  8,  substantially  inverted-L-shaped 
first  and  second  engaging  grooves  68  and  69  are 
formed  in  the  thick  portion  56  of  the  first  retaining 
cylinder  59  and  the  peripheral  wall  of  the  second 
retaining  cylinder  63,  respectively,  each  having 
one  end  opening  to  the  lower  end  face  of  each 
corresponding  cylinder.  The  width  of  the  open 

ends  of  the  engaging  grooves  68  and  69  is  greater 
than  the  diameter  of  the  shaft  portion  33  of  the 
lever  32.  Since  the  first  and  second  retaining 
cylinders  59  and  63  are  urged  in  opposite  direc- 
tions  by  the  spring  67,  the  open  ends  of  their 
respective  engaging  grooves  68  and  69  are 
separated  from  each  other,  and  the  width  of  a  gap 
70  between  the  vertical  side  of  the  first  engaging 
groove  68  and  the  tip  end  of  a  horizontal  side  69a 
of  the  second  engaging  groove  69  is  shorter  than 
the  diameter  of  the  shaft  portion  33.  Arcuate 
surfaces  71  are  formed  on  both  sides  of  the  open 
end  of the  first  engaging  groove  68,  while  slanted 
surfaces  are  formed  on  both  sides  of  the  tip  end 
portion  of  the  horizontal  side  69a  of  the  second 
engaging  groove  69.  Thus,  the  shaft  portion  33  of 
the  lever  32  can  easily  be  led  into  the  first  and 
second  engaging  grooves  68  and  69.  A  cover  73 
hanging  over  the  second  retaining  cylinder  63  is 
fitted  on  the  outer  periphery  of  the  thin  portion  57 
of  the  first  retaining  cylinder  59. 

The  operation  of  the  aforementioned  construc- 
tion  will  now  be  described  in  detail.  To  supply  air 
to  the  interior  of  the  endoscope  1,  the  connector 
47  is  attached  to  the  communication  port  15  with 
the  communication  pipe  22  closed  by  the  valve 
plug  43,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4.  Namely,  the  connector 
47  is  fitted  into  the  communication  portion  15 
while  aligning  the  open  ends  of  the  engaging 
grooves  68  and  69  of  the  first  and  second  retain- 
ing  cylinders  59  and  63  with  the  shaft  portion  33 
of  the  lever  32.  Thereupon,  the  shaft  portion  33 
abuts  against  the  arcuate  surfaces  71  of  the  first 
retaining  cylinder  59  and  the  lower  slanted  sur- 
face  72  of  the  second  retaining  cylinder  63,  there- 
by  rocking  the  retaining  cylinders  59  and  63  in 
opposite  directions  against  the  restoring  force  of 
the  spring  67.  Thus,  the  gap  70  is  widened  to 
allow  the  shaft  portion  33  to  enter  the  first  and 
second  engaging  grooves  68  and  69.  When  the 
shaft  portion  33  enters  the  first  and  second 
engaging  grooves  68  and  69,  the  first  and  second 
retaining  cylinders  59  and  63  are  rocked  reversely 
by  the  restoring  force  of  the  spring  67  to  narrow 
the  gap  70.  Thus,  the  shaft  portion  33  cannot  be 
easily  disengaged  from  the  first  and  second  re- 
taining  cylinders  59  and  63. 

After  the  connector  47  is  attached  to  the  com- 
munication  portion  15  in  this  manner,  the  first  and 
second  retaining  cylinders  59  and  63  of  the 
connector  47  are  rocked  approximately  180  de- 
grees  in  the  direction  of  the  arrow  in  Fig.  8.  As  a 
result,  the  shaft  portion  33  of  the  lever  32  rocks 
with  the  connector  47,  pushed  by  the  closed  end 
portions  of  the  first  and  second  engaging  grooves 
68  and  69.  The  cam  cylinder  28  follows  this 
rocking  motion  of  the  shaft  portion  33.  When  the 
cam  cylinder  28  rocks  through  approximately  180 
degrees,  the  cam  pin  30  engaging  the  cam  slot  29 
moves  relative  to  the  cam  slot  29  from  the  top 
point  29a  to  the  bottom  point  29b  thereof.  Accord- 
ingly  the  cam  cylinder  28  rises  to  cause  the  third 
O-ring  45  on  the  valve  plug  43  to  be  separated 
from  the  valve  seat  46,  thereby  opening  the 
communication  pipe  22.  Thus,  air  from  the  hose 



52  connected  to  the  connecting  mouthpiece  48  is 
fed  into  the  connector  10  through  the  communi- 
cation  pipe  22  to  pressurize  the  interior  of  the 
endoscope  1,  that  is,  the  interior  of  the  universal 
cord  4,  the  operating  section  2,  and  the  insertion 
section  3.  If  these  members  have  pinholes  or 
cracks,  therefore,  the  endoscope  1  can  be  checked 
for  leakage  by  immersing  the  members  in  water 
to  detect  air  leaking  from  the  endoscope  1.  As  the 
cam  cylinder  28  rises,  moreover,  the  connecting 
mouthpiece  48  also  rises  to  compress  the  spring 
62  between  the  stepped  portion  51  and  the  top 
wall  of  the  first  retaining  cylinder  59.  Thereupon, 
the  fourth  0-ring  54  is  compressed  between  the 
stepped  portion  51  and  the  upper  end  face  of  the 
cam  cylinder  28  by  the  restoring  force  of  the 
spring  62,  so  that  air  will  never  leak  out  from  the 
area  corresponding  to  these  members.  As  the 
cam  cylinder  28  is  rocked  180  degrees  from  the 
position  of  Fig.  4  to  the  position  of  Fig.  5,  the 
spherical  body  35  in  the  case  section  34  of  the 
lever  32  is  disengaged  from  the  first  recess  37, 
and  elastically  engages  the  second  recess  38. 
Feeling  such  engagement,  operator will  know that 
the  communication  pipe  22  is  open. 

After  the  leakage  check  in  water  is  completed  in 
this  manner,  the  air  supply  to  the  hose  52  is 
stopped,  and  then  the  supply  connector  47  is 
rocked  about  180  degrees  in  the  direction  oppo- 
site  to  the  aforesaid  direction.  If  the  connector  47 
is  disengaged  from  the  communication  portion  15 
when  the  spherical  body  35  engages  the  first 
recess  37,  the  valve  plug  43  is  lowered  together 
with  the  cam  cylinder  28,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4,  so 
that  the  communication  pipe  22  is  closed  by  the 
third  0-ring  45.  While  the  open  communication 
pipe  22  is  being  closed,  the  fourth  O-ring  54  is 
released  from  compression,  so  that  the  com- 
pressed  air  in  the  endscope  1  is  discharged  to  the 
outside  through  the  passage  55  of  the  presser 
cylinder  53  and  the  space  between  the  upper  end 
face  and  outer  peripheral  surface  of  the  cam 
cylinder  28  and  the  inner  peripheral  surface  of  the 
thick  portion  49  of  the  connecting  mouthpiece  48. 
Thus,  the  internal  pressure  of  the  endoscope  1 
becomes  equal  to  atmospheric  pressure. 

According  to  the  connecting  device  constructed 
in  this  manner,  when  the  cam  cylinder  28  is 
lowered  relative  to  the  communication  pipe  22  so 
that  the  communication  pipe  22  is  closed  by  the 
valve  plug  43,  as  shown  in  Fig.  4,  the  lever  32  is 
deviated  about  180  degrees  from  the  suction 
mouthpiece  13.  In  this  state,  therefore,  the  endo- 
scope  1  can  be  used  for  observation  or  medical 
treatment  inside  the  body  cavity  by  connecting  a 
suction  hose  to  the  suction  mouthpiece  13. 

When  the  valve  plug  43  is  raised  so  that  the 
communication  pipe  22  is  open,  however,  the 
projected  end  of  the  lever  32  is  located  close  to 
the  suction  mouthpiece  13,  as  shown  in  Fig.  5. 
Accordingly,  it  is  impossible  to  connect  the  suc- 
tion  hose  to  the  suction  mouthpiece  13,  so  that 
the  endoscope  1  cannot  be  used. In  using  the 
endoscope  1,  therefore,  it  is  essential  to  close  the 
communication  pipe  22  without  fail.  Thus,  in 

disinfecting  the  endoscope  1  after  use,  it  is  impos- 
sible to allow  a disinfectant  to  flow  into  the 
endoscope  1  with  the  communication  pipe  22 
open. 

To  attach  the  supply  connector  47  to the  com- 
munication  portion  15,  according  to  the 
aforementioned  construction,  the  shaft  portion  33 
of  the  lever  32  attached  to  the  communication 
portion  15  is  fitted  into  the  engaging  grooves  68 
and  69  of  the  first  and  second  retaining  cylinders 
59  and  63  which  are  elastically  displaced  in 
opposite  directions  against  the  restoring  force  of 
the  spring  67.  Thus,  the  engagement  of  the 
engaging  grooves  68  and  69  and  the  lever  32 
ensures  the  connection  between  the  communica- 
tion  portion  15  and  the  supply  connector  47. 
Accordingly,  even  if  external  force  is  applied  to 
the  supply  connector  47  during  the  leakage  check 
in  water,  the  connector  47  will  not  be  disengaged 
from  the  communication  portion  15.  Since  the 
lever  32  can  be  elastically  fitted  in  and  disengaged 
from  the  engaging  grooves  68  and  69  of  the  first 
and  second  retaining  cylinders  59  and  63,  the 
supply  connector  47  can  easily  be  attached  to  and 
detached  from  the  communication  portion  15. 
Also,  the  cam  cylinder  28  is  rocked  by  means  of 
the  lever  32  as  the  first  and  second  retaining 
cylinders  59  and  63  rock.  As  the  cam  cylinder  28 
rocks  in  this  manner,  the  communication  pipe  22 
is  opened  or  closed  by  the  valve  plug  43.  Thus, 
the  communication  pipe  22  is  opened  and  closed 
as  the  supply  connector  47  is  attached  to  and 
detached  from  the  communication  portion  15,  so 
that  the  operating  efficiency  is  improved,  and  the 
communication  pipe  22  is  prevented  from  being 
left  open  when  the  supply  connector  47  is  disen- 
gaged. 

According  to  the  aforementioned  construction, 
moreover,  the  communication  pipe  22  is  opened 
and  closed  by  the  valve  plug  43  which  advances 
and  retreats  relative  to  the  communication  pipe 
22  as  the  cam  cylinder  28  rocks,  and  the  valve  seat 
46  formed  on  the  inner  peripheral  surface  of  the 
upper  end  of  the  communication  pipe  22  against 
which  the  valve  plug  43  abuts  through  the 
medium  of  the  third  O-ring  45.  In  closing  the 
communication  pipe  22,  the  third  O-ring  45  is 
sandwiched  between  the  valve  plug  43  and  the 
valve  seat  46.  Thus,  the  communication  pipe  22  is 
securely  closed  by  the  third  0-ring  45,  so  that  the 
liquid  disinfectant  will  never  penetrate  to  the 
interior  of  the  endoscope  1  through  the  communi- 
cation  pipe  22.  Moreover,  the  valve  seat  46  is 
formed  on  the  communication  pipe  22,  and  the 
valve  plug  43  is  moved  inside  the  communication 
pipe  22.  Thus,  the  valve  mechanism  can  be 
mounted  more  easily  than  the  conventional  valve 
mechanism  in  which  the  cock  is  connected  to  the 
communication  pipe  22. 

In  disinfecting  the  endoscope  1  with  the  supply 
connector  47  disengaged  from  the  communica- 
tion  portion  15,  it  is  possible  to  immerse  the 
endoscope  1  in  the  disinfectant  without  closing 
the  communication  pipe  22.  In  this  event,  the 
disinfectant  enters  the  endoscope  1  through  the 



communication  pipe  22,  but  is  checked  and  pre- 
vented  from  entering  the  connector  10  by  the 
waterproof  porous  member  25  attached  to  the 
projected  end  portion  of  the  communication  pipe 
22  inside  the  connector  10.  Thus,  the  optical 
system  and  other  elements  in  the  endoscope  1 
will  never  be  damaged  by  the  disinfectant.  Al- 
though  thin  and  fragile,  the  porous  member  25 
will  never  be  broken  by  a  sudden  blow  since  it  is 
located  inside  the  connector  10. 

According  to  the  aforementioned  construction, 
moreover,  the  communication  pipe  22  of  the 
communication  section  15  is  opened  and  closed 
by  means  of  the  valve  plug  43  which  moves  up 
and  down  as  the  cam  cylinder  28  rotates.  When 
the  cam  pipe  22  is  closed  by  the  valve  plug  43,  the 
spherical  body  35  in  the  case  portion  34  of  the 
lever  32  is  elastically  engaged  with  the  first  recess 
37  in  the  outer  peripheral  surface  of the  communi- 
cation  pipe  22.  Even  if  external  force  is  applied  to 
the  lever  32,  the  engagement  of  the  spherical 
body  35  and  the  first  recess  37  will  make  it  difficult 
for  the  cam  cylinder  28  to  rock.  In  disinfecting  the 
endoscope  1  in  this  state,  therefore,  the  com- 
munication  pipe  22  will  be  prevented  from  being 
easily  opened  to  allow  the  penetration  of  the 
disinfectant  into  the  endoscope  1.  If  the  cam 
cylinder  28  is  rocked  to  open  the  closed  communi- 
cation  pipe  22,  the  spherical  body  35  elastically 
engages  the  second  recess  38.  If  the  open  com- 
munication  pipe  22  is  closed,  on  the  other  hand, 
the  spherical  body  35  elastically  engages  the  first 
recess  37.  By  sensing  this  engagement,  the 
operator  can  know  that  the  communication  pipe 
22  has  been  opened  or  closed  by  the  valve  plug 
43.  Thus,  the  communication  pipe  22  cannot 
readily  be  opened  accidentally  due  to  the  use  of 
the  click  mechanism  consisting  of  the  spherical 
body  35  and  the  first  and  second  recesses  37  and 
38.  Moreover,  the  operating  state  of  the  com- 
munication  pipe  22  can  be  easily  checked  by 
looking  at  the  engagement  of  the  spherical  body 
35  and  the  first  or  second  recess  37  or  38. 

This  invention  is  not  limited  to  the  embodiment 
described  above.  As  shown  in  Fig.  9,  for  example, 
a  plurality  of  grooves  75  opening  to  the  lower  end 
side  of  the  connecting  mouthpiece  48  may  be 
formed  on  the  inner  peripheral  surface  of the  thick 
portion  49  of  the  connecting  mouthpiece  48.  In 
this  arrangement,  compressed  air  inside  the  en- 
doscope  1  can  be  positively  discharged  to  the 
cylinder  through  the  passage  55  of  the  presser 
cylinder  53  and  the  grooves  75  while  the  com- 
munication  pipe  22  is  being  closed. 

The  communication  portion  15  may  be 
arranged  as  shown  in  Figs.  10  to  13.  In  the 
embodiment  shown  in  Fig.  10,  the  communica- 
tion  portion  15  is  located  close  to  the  earth 
terminal  14  so  that  a  lead  wire  (not  shown)  for 
grounding  the  endoscope  1  when  used  with  a 
high-frequency  instrument  cannot  be  connected 
to  the  earth  terminal  14  while  the  communication 
portion  15  is  open.  In  the  embodiment  shown  in 
Fig.  11,  the  communication  portion  15  is  located 
close  to  the  CO2  mouthpiece  12  so  that  a  C02 

supply  hose  (not  shown)  cannot  be  connected  to 
the  C02  mouthpiece  12  while  the  communication 
portion  15  is  open.  In  the  embodiment  shown  in 
Fig.  12,  the  communication  portion  15  is  located 
close  to  the  air/water  mouthpiece  11  so  that  an 
air/water  hose  (not  shown)  cannot  be  connected 
to  the  air/water  mouthpiece  11  while  the  com- 
munication  portion  15  is  open.  In  the  embodiment 
shown  in  Fig.  13,  the  communication  portion  15  is 
located  at  the  end  portion  of  the  connector  10  so 
that,  while  the  communication  portion  15  is  open, 
the  extreme  end  portion  32  of  the  lever  32 
projects  beyond  the  end  face  of  the  connector  10, 
and  abuts  against  the  front  76a  of  a  light  source 
unit  76,  thereby  preventing  the  connector  10  from 
being  securely  inserted  into  a  connecting  socket 
77  of  the  light  source  unit  76. 

Thus,  in  all  of  the  embodiments  shown  in  Figs. 
10  to  13,  the  endoscope  1  cannot  be  used  while 
the  communication  portion  15  is  open.  According 
to  this  arrangement,  the  communication  portion 
15  is  always  closed  when  the  endoscope  1  is 
used,  so  that  after  use  the  endoscope  1  cannot  be 
accidentally  disinfected  with  the  communication 
portion  15  open. 

Instead  of  being  fitted  on  the  valve  plug,  the 
third  0-ring  (not  shown)  may  be  fitted  in  an 
annular  mounting  groove  formed  on  the  valve 
seat. 

Moreover,  the  porous  member  (not  shown) 
may  be  supported  at  the  middle  portion  of  the 
communication  pipe.  It  is  only  necessary  that  the 
porous  member  be  disposed  inside  the  communi- 
cation  portion  so  that  it  will  not  be  broken  by  a 
shock. 

1.  A  connector  device  used  in  a  system  for 
checking  air-leakage  of  an  air-tight  endoscope  by 
supplying  air  into  the  interior  space  of  the  endo- 
scope,  said  connector  device  comprising: 

a  connector  (10)  being  attached  to  an  air-tight 
endoscope  body  via  an  universal  cord  (4)  and 
being  provided  with  an  air  port  (15)  allowing  for 
communication  of  the  interior  of  the  endoscope 
body  with  the  external  space  via  a  port  passage, 
said  air  port  (15)  being  used  for  supplying  com- 
pressed  air  into  the  endoscope  body;  and 

means  (47)  engageable  with  said  air  port  (15)  in 
an  air-tight  coupled  manner  in  order  to  introduce 
said  compressed  air  into  said  endoscope  body, 
characterized  by  further  comprising: 

a  valve  mechanism  (43,  46)  for  opening  and 
closing  the  passage  of  the  port  (15); 

an  operating  mechanism  for  operating  the 
valve  mechanism  (43,46)  and  a  retaining  member 
(32)  provided  in  the  vicinity  of  the  port  (15); 

a  supply  connector  (47)  connectable  with  the 
passage  of  the  port  (15)  in  an  air-tight  manner; 

a  supply  line  (52)  for  supplying  said  air  for 
detecting  air-leakage  of  the  endoscope  body 
through  the  supply  connector  (47)  and  the 
passage  of  the  port  (15)  into  the  interior  of  the 
endoscope  body; 



a  retaining  mechanism  (59,  63)  attached  to  the 
supply  connector  (47)  and  adapted  to  engage  the 
retaining  member  (32)  thereby  removably  hold- 
ing  the  supply  connector  (47),  wherein 

said  operating  mechanism  opens  the  valve 
mechanism  (43,  46)  as  the  retaining  mechanism 
(59,  63)  engages  the  retaining  member  (32),  said 
retaining  member  (32)  controls  the  operating 
mechanism  and  is  arranged  to  move  as  the  valve 
mechanism  (43,  46)  is  opened  and  closed, 
respectively,  and  furthermore  prevents  the  nor- 
mal  use  of  the  endoscope  when  the  valve 
mechanism  (43,  46)  is  opened. 

2.  The  connector  device  according  to  claim  1, 
characterized  by  further  including  a  porous 
member  (25)  interposed  between  the  interior  of 
the  passage  of  the  port  (15)  and  the  interior  of  the 
endoscope  body,  said  porous  member  (25)  being 
impervious  to  a  liquid  and  permeable  to  air. 

3.  The  connector  device  according  to  claim  1, 
characterized  in  that  said  valve  mechanism  in- 
cludes  a  valve  seat  (46)  provided  in  the  passage  of 
the  port  (15),  a  valve  plug  (43)  moveable  within 
the  passage  of  the  port  (15),  an  elastic  member 
(45)  attached  to  the  valve  seat  (46)  and/or  the 
valve  plug  (43)  and  adapted  to  be  interposed 
between  the  valve  seat  (46)  and  the  valve  plug 
(43)  to  seal  the  passage  of  the  valve  mechanism 
when  the  valve  mechanism  is  closed. 

4.  A  connector  device  according  to  claim  1, 
characterized  in  that  said  operating  mechanism 
includes  a  click  mechanism  (35,  37,  38)  for  reg- 
ulating  the  operating  end  positions  of  the  valve 
mechanism  (43,  46). 

1.  Anschlußvorrichtung  zur  Verwendung  in 
einem  System  zum  Prüfen  eines  luftdichten  Endo- 
skops  auf  Luftundichtigkeit  durch  Einleiten  von 
Luft  in  den  Innenraum  des  Endoskops,  mit 

einem  Anschlußteil  (10),  das  durch  eine  Ge- 
samtleitung  (4)  mit  einem  luftdichten  Endoskop- 
körper  verbunden  und  mit  einer  Luftöffnung  (15) 
versehen  ist,  die  das  Innere  des  Endoskopkörpers 
über  einen  Öffnungsdurchlaß  mit  der  Umgebung 
zu  verbinden  vermag,  wobei  die  Luftöffnung  (15) 
zum  Einleiten  von  Druckluft  in  den  Endoskopkör- 
per  verwendbar  ist,  und  mit 

einer  an  die  Luftöffnung  (15)  ansetzbaren  Ein- 
richtung  (47)  als  luftdichte  Kupplung  für  das  Ein- 
leiten  der  Druckluft  in  den  Endoskopkörper,  wei- 
ter  gekennzeichnet  durch 

einen  Ventilmechanismus  (43, 46)  zum  Öffnen 
und  Schließen  des  Durchlasses  der  Öffnung  (15); 

einen  Betätigungsmechanismus  zum  Betätigen 
des  Ventilmechanismus  (43,  46)  und  ein  Siche- 
rungsglied  (32)  in  der  Nähe  der  Öffnung  (15); 

einen  Zuführungsanschluß  (47),  der  luftdicht  an 
den  Durchlaß  der  Öffnung  (15)  anschließbar  ist; 

eine  Zuleitung  (52)  zum  Einführen  der  zum  Fest- 
stellen  einer  Luftundichtigkeit  des  Endoskop- 
körpers  dienenden  Luft  durch  den  Zuführungsan- 
schluß  (47)  und  den  Durchlaß  der  Öffnung  (15) 
hindurch  in  das  Innere  des  Endoskopkörpers; 

einen  Haltemechanismus  (59,  63),  der  an  dem 
Zuführungsanschluß  (47)  angebracht  ist  und  mit 
dem  Sicherungsglied  (32)  zusammenzuwirken 
vermag,  wodurch  der  Zuführungsanschluß  (47) 
abnehmbar  festgehalten  wird,  wobei 

der  Betätigungsmechanismus  den  Ventil- 
mechanismus  (43,  46)  öffnet,  wenn  der  Halte- 
mechanismus  (59,  63)  an  dem  Sicherungsglied 
(32)  angreift,  und  das  Sicherungsglied  (32)  den 
Betätigungsmechanismus  steuert  und  so  ausge- 
bildet  ist,  daß  es  sich  bewegt,  wenn  der  Ventil- 
mechanismus  (43,  46)  geöffnet  bzw.  geschlossen 
wird,  und  außerdem  den  normalen  Gebrauch  des 
Endoskops  verhindert,  solange  der  Ventilmecha- 
nismus  (43,  46)  geöffnet  ist. 

2.  Anschlußvorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  wei- 
ter  gekennzeichnet  durch  ein  poröses  Element 
(25),  das  sich  zwischen  dem  Inneren  des  Durch- 
lasses  der  Öffnung  (15)  und  dem  Inneren  des 
Endoskopkörpers  befindet,  wobei  das  poröse  Ele- 
ment  (25)  undurchlässig  für  Flüssigkeit  und 
durchlässig  für  Luft  ist. 

3.  Anschlußvorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  daß  der  Ventilmecha- 
nismus  einen  Ventilsitz  (46)  in  dem  Durchlaß  der 
Öffnung  (15)  aufweist,  einen  in  dem  Durchlaß  der 
Öffnung  (15)  bewegbaren  Ventilstopfen  (43),  ein 
elastisches  Element  (45),  das  an  dem  Ventilsitz 
(46)  und/oder  Ventilstopfen  (43)  angebracht  ist 
und  zwischen  Ventilsitz  (46)  und  Ventilstopfen 
(43)  bringbar  ist,  um  den  Durchgang  durch  den 
Ventilmechanismus  zu  sperren,  wenn  der  Ventil- 
mechanismus  geschlossen  ist. 

4.  Anschlußvorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  da- 
durch  gekennzeichnet,  daß  der  Betätigungs- 
mechanismus  eine  Einrasteinrichtung  (35,  37,  38) 
zum  Einstellen  der  Betriebsendlagen  des  Ventil- 
mechanismus  aufweist. 

1.  Dispositif  de  raccordement  utilisé  dans  un 
système  pour  contrôler  les  fuites  d'air  d'un  endo- 
scope  étanche  à  l'air  par  l'introduction  d'air  dans 
l'espace  intérieur  de  l'endoscope,  le  dispositif  de 
raccordement  comprenant: 

une  pièce  de  raccordement  (10)  qui  est  attachée 
à  un  boîtier  d'endoscope  étanche  à  l'air  au  moyen 
d'une  conduite  universelle  (4)  et  qui  est  pourvue 
d'un  orifice  d'air  (15)  établissant  la  commu- 
nication  entre  l'intérieur  du  boîtier  de  l'endoscope 
et  l'espace  extérieur  par  l'intermédiaire  d'un  pas- 
sage  à  orifice,  ledit  orifice  d'air  (15)  étant  utilisé 
pour  introduire  de  l'air  comprimé  dans  le  boîtier 
de  l'endoscope;  et 

un  dispositif  (47)  qui  peut  être  engagé  dans 
ledit  orifice  d'air  (15)  de  manière  à  former  une 
joint  étanche  afin  d'introduire  ledit  air  comprimé 
dans  ledit  boîtier  d'endoscope,  caractérisé  en  ce 
que  le  dispositif  comporte  par  ailleurs: 

un  mécanisme  à  soupape  (43,46)  pour  ouvrir  et 
fermer  le  passage  de  l'orifice  (15); 

un  mécanisme  d'actionnement  pour  actionner 
le  mécanisme  à  soupape  (43, 46)  et  un  élément  de 
blocage  (32)  disposé  à  proximité  de  l'orifice  (15); 



un  élément  de  raccordement  pour  l'ali- 
mentation  (47)  pouvant  être  raccordé  au  pas- 
sage  de  l'orifice  (15)  de  manière  étanche  à  l'air; 

une  conduite  d'alimentation  (52)  pour  amener 
l'air  servant  à  détecter  la  fuite  d'air  du  boîtier 
d'endoscope  à  travers  le  raccordement  d'ali- 
mentation  (47)  et  le  passage  de  l'orifice  (15) 
dans  l'intérieur  du  boîtier  d'endoscope; 

un  mécanisme  de  maintien  (59,  63)  rattaché  à 
l'élément  de  raccordement  pour  l'alimentation 
(47)  et  adapté  pour  s'engager  dans  l'élément  de 
blocage  (32)  en  tenant,  ce  faisant,  l'élément  de 
raccordement  pour  l'alimentation  (47)  de  ma- 
nière  à  ce  que  celui-ci  puisse  être  détaché, 
caractérisé  par  ailleurs 

en  ce  que  le  mécanisme  d'actionnement  ou- 
vre  le  mécanisme  à  soupape  (43,  46)  lorsque  le 
mécanisme  de  maintien  (59,  63)  s'engage  dans 
l'élément  de  blocage  (32),  ledit  élément  de  blo- 
cage  (32)  commandant  le  mécanisme  d'ac- 
tionnement  et  étant  disposé  de  manière  à  se 
déplacer  lorsque  le  mécanisme  à  soupape  (43, 
46)  s'ouvre  ou  se  ferme  et  à  empêcher  par  ail- 
leurs  l'utilisation  normale  de  l'endoscope  lors- 
que  le  mécanisme  à  soupape  (43,  46)  est  ou- 
vert. 

2.  Dispositif  de  raccordement  selon  la  reven- 
dication  1,  caractérisé  en  ce  qu'il  comporte  par 
ailleurs  un  élément  poreux  (25)  posé  entre 
l'intérieur  du  passage  de  l'orifice  (15)  et  l'inté- 
rieur  du  boîtier  d'endoscope,  ledit  élément  po- 
reux  (25)  étant  imperméable  aux  liquides  et 
perméable  à  l'air. 

3.  Dispositif  de  raccordement  selon  la  reven- 
dication  1,  caractérisé  en  ce  que  ledit  méca- 
nisme  à  soupape  comporte  un  siège  de  sou- 
pape  (46)  pourvu  dans  le  passage  de  l'orifice 
(15),  un  bouchon  (43)  mobile  dans  le  passage 
de  l'orifice  (15),  un  membre  élastique  (45)  at- 
taché  au  siège  de  soupape  (46)  et/ou  au  bou- 
chon  (43)  et  adapté  pour  être  intercalé  entre  le 
siège  de  soupape  (46)  et  le  bouchon  (43)  pour 
fermer  de  manière  étanche  le  passage  du 
mécanisme  à  soupape  lorsque  le  mécanisme  à 
soupape  est  fermé. 

4.  Dispositif  de  raccordement  selon  la  reven- 
dication  1,  caractérisé  en  ce  que  ledit  méca- 
nisme  d'actionnement  comporte  un  mécanisme 
à  cliquet  (35,  37,  38)  pour  régler  les  positions 
terminales  d'actionnement  du  mécanisme  à 
soupape  (43,  46). 
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